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Under the 1984 Hatch-Waxman Act, a generic drug manufacturer may seek FDA approval to enter a market before patents on the branded drug expire by claiming that the relevant patents are invalid or not infringed.1 Since the Act’s passage, the share of generic manufacturers’ Abbreviated New Drug Applications (ANDAs) that make such claims has been increasing substantially.2 The result has been an increase in patent infringement litigation by branded drug manufacturers against generic manufacturers.

When an accused infringer attacks a patent as invalid, the patent holder may need to establish that the patented invention is “nonobvious.”3 The Supreme Court decision in Graham v. John Deere Co. first structured a three-part test for determining the nonobviousness of a patent.4 In addition to examining evidence on the intrinsic or scientific features of an invention, the Court in Graham also expressly approved the use of “secondary” considerations such as the commercial success of an invention in the nonobviousness determination.5 Other secondary considerations that have been considered by the courts include copying by competitors, fulfillment of a long-felt need, failures of others, and the extent of licensing of the patented invention.

From an economic perspective, commercial success supports a conclusion of nonobviousness because it suggests an economic incentive existed to produce the invention. Thus, if the invention was obvious, it would have been brought to market sooner by some other party in response to that incentive.6 Some of the economic indicators that have traditionally been accepted by the courts as proof of commercial success include significant levels of and rapid growth in sales and market share of the patented product.

For evidence of commercial success to be probative on the issue of nonobviousness, the courts generally require the patent holder to show that there is a “nexus” between the claimed invention and the commercial success. The courts describe a nexus as “a legally and factually sufficient connection between the proven success and the patented invention.”7 In pharmaceutical cases, medical and scientific experts will often provide support for the claim that the therapeutic benefits of a drug flow from the patent and doctors prescribe the drug due to its therapeutic benefits. Economic analysis can be used to provide additional evidence that the commercial success is due to those benefits.

The Nexus Requirement

However, patent challengers often try to undermine the nexus argument by claiming that the commercial success is not due to the patented product features but due to other factors such as extensive marketing, superior distribution, general business acumen, and any nonpatented features. Such challenges to the nexus often arise in pharmaceutical patent cases because marketing plays an important role in the diffusion of new drugs. In several Federal Circuit cases, the courts have found that evidence of high marketing expenditures alone is not sufficient to undermine the nexus presumption.8 Rather, the courts also considered factors such as the typical advertising intensity for a particular drug class, the relative marketing intensity of the drug at issue compared to its competitors, and the information benefits of advertising to consumers.9

In this article, we discuss several economic analyses that are relevant for evaluating the reasons for a drug’s commercial success. We begin by discussing appropriate indicators of commercial success for the pharmaceutical industry. Next we discuss economic analyses that can be used to evaluate the nexus between the patented drug’s therapeutic benefits and the success. Then we discuss how to evaluate the contribution of marketing. We start by describing some key features of pharmaceutical marketing and appropriate measures of marketing intensity. Then we describe some important determinants of marketing intensity that must be considered when assessing whether the marketing effort was “excessive” and thus undermines the nexus.

We find that, when scientific evidence proves that the therapeutic benefits of a drug flow from the patent, several types of economic evidence can be used to demonstrate that the commercial success of a drug is driven by those benefits. In particular, sales that increase in response to new information about drug benefits, sales that increase due to a patented formulation improvement, and favorable coverage by prescription drug plans based on therapeutic considerations all reinforce the nexus between the patent and the commercial success. With respect to the contribution of marketing to the commercial success, high marketing intensity relative to other promoted competing substitutes does not necessarily undermine the nexus. In particular, marketing is normally higher earlier in the life cycle of a drug and for later drug entrants in a particular therapeutic category and may increase in response to new information about product quality. Perhaps
more importantly, the primary function of pharmaceutical marketing is to disseminate scientific information about the therapeutic attributes of the drug. Ultimately, the therapeutic benefits of a drug, and not marketing, are likely to determine whether or not it is a commercial success.

**Indicators of Commercial Success**

Commonly used indicators of commercial success include significant sales levels, significant sales growth, price premiums, and other indicators. Pharmaceutical sales can be measured by dollars of sales revenue, prescriptions, or daily doses. Because pharmaceuticals have low production costs, sales revenue is a good proxy for gross profitability.\(^9\) The level and growth of sales as a share of sales by competing drugs is another important indicator of commercial success because it speaks to the success of the product relative to its competitors. Courts consider sales data to be even more convincing if the patented invention has displaced or surpassed sales of competing drugs developed with prior art.\(^10\)

Pricing of the drug relative to competing drugs may also be a relevant indicator of commercial success. In particular, the ability to command a price premium over other competing drugs and still enjoy sales and share growth suggests that a drug provides unique therapeutic benefits. Other possible indicators of a drug’s commercial success include rapid and widespread international diffusion and widespread favorable coverage for the drug in prescription drug plans.

**The Nexus Between the Patent and the Commercial Success**

In pharmaceutical patent disputes, the first step in establishing the nexus between the patent and commercial success commonly involves relying on medical and scientific experts to evaluate whether the therapeutic benefits of a drug flow from the invention claimed in the patent. When the therapeutic properties can be shown to flow from the patent, several economic analyses can also be conducted to assess the nexus between the patent and the commercial success. First, it can be helpful to examine the response of sales to favorable clinical trial results or approvals for new indications that flow from the patented drug features. Second, when the patent-at-issue covers a new formulation, such as an extended release or combination therapy, it may be relevant to examine how the sales of the improved formulation compare to sales for the original formulation. For example, Wyeth’s patented extended release formulation of the antidepressant Effexor® (Effexor® XR) has achieved far greater sales and share among competing drugs than the immediate release formulation. The improved formulation has superior therapeutic properties in terms of efficacy and side effects. It is associated with better tolerability and therefore improved patient adherence.\(^11\) This translated into increased sales since depression is a chronic condition that requires ongoing treatment. A comparison of the sales of the new formulation with the old reinforces a conclusion that there is a nexus between the formulation patent and the commercial success.

Finally, the extent of and reasons for coverage for the drug by managed care providers in their prescription drug plans is another factor that can be examined to reinforce the nexus. In the United States, the majority of outpatient drugs are at least partially covered by health care plans. Insurers, managed care organizations, and pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) use various strategies for controlling prescription drug costs including formularies.\(^12\) Drug formularies are lists of approved drugs and a common type uses a three-tier system of co-payments. Generic drugs are in Tier 1 with the lowest co-payment. Preferred branded drugs are in Tier 2. Nonpreferred branded drugs are in Tier 3 with the highest co-payment. After they face generic entry, branded drugs will almost always be placed in Tier 3 (or removed from the formulary altogether).\(^13\)

The process of assigning branded drugs (without direct generic substitutes) to the middle or highest tier of a
formulation is usually based on both therapeutic and economic considerations. Most PBMs and managed care organizations follow a two-step process. First, a pharmacy and therapeutics committee will determine whether a new branded drug should be reimbursed on medical grounds, and if so, whether there are close therapeutic substitutes for this product. A drug that does not face such substitutes is likely to be placed in Tier 2. However, if a product does have what the committee deems to be close substitutes, then the decision on which of the substitute products should be placed in the preferred tier will generally be made on economic grounds (e.g., based on their cost, including rebates and discounts). Therefore, when a commercially successful drug achieves widespread Tier 2 placement on three-tier formularies due to the drug’s characteristics (e.g., unique therapeutic benefits that flow from the patent), that placement provides evidence that the commercial success is due to the patented features.

The Role of Marketing
The data on the commercial success of a drug often show rapid growth in sales and share coincident with substantial marketing efforts. The patent challenger may use this observation to argue that it is “excessive” marketing, and not the patented invention, that explains the commercial success. In this section we discuss how to assess the role of marketing. We start by briefly describing the nature of pharmaceutical marketing activities. Then we discuss useful measures of marketing intensity. Next we show that marketing intensity varies based on factors including the stage in the product life cycle, order of entry effects, and the arrival of new information about the drug. All these factors must be accounted for in evaluating whether or not the marketing was “excessive” and therefore undermines the link between the patented features and the commercial success.

Background on Pharmaceutical Marketing
Pharmaceuticals are complex products that are usually sold to consumers after being prescribed by a physician. As a result, pharmaceutical companies promote their products primarily through physician-oriented activities such as “detailing,” provision of free samples, and advertising in medical journals. Pharmaceutical companies also engage in direct-to-consumer advertising for some products, but on a smaller scale. These marketing activities serve to convey scientific information about the drug, including the efficacy, side effects, adverse interactions and contraindications, pharmacokinetic properties, dosage information, and cost-effectiveness. Based on FDA regulations, the substance of the marketing must be based on scientific evidence as obtained through clinical trials.

Marketing is important for pharmaceuticals because they are “experience goods.” Experience goods are those whose quality and effectiveness cannot be assessed definitively prior to consumption, but can only be determined from direct experience. Since patients often have idiosyncratic responses in terms of efficacy, side effects, and adverse interactions to a particular drug, they need to try the drug before the doctor can determine its value to them. As a result, manufacturers need to advertise the existence and attributes of their drugs to induce consumers (both physicians and patients) to try them. Academic research has found that marketing-to-sales ratios are higher for experience goods than for other types of goods.

That finding is consistent with evidence that, when compared to other industries, pharmaceutical manufacturers have some of the highest marketing expenditures when compared to sales revenue. One industry benchmark comes from a 2004 study that estimated an aggregate annual marketing-to-sales ratio for all pharmaceutical products of approximately 14 to 15 percent. This benchmark may underestimate the marketing-to-sales ratio for some branded drugs with no direct generic competition, such as those that would be at issue in these cases. The industry-wide estimates are based on data for not just branded drugs that are likely to be promoted, but also generic drugs and branded drugs facing direct generic substitutes, two classes of drugs that typically involve little, if any, marketing. In contrast, company-level data from other industries reveals much lower marketing intensities.

Marketing performs an important role in disseminating clinical and therapeutic information about a drug. Perhaps unsurprisingly, research finds that advertising is more effective for higher-quality drugs than for “me-too” drugs with little therapeutic advantage. This stems from the fact that the responsiveness of physicians’ prescribing decisions to marketing efforts depends on therapeutic benefits such as the effectiveness and side effects of a drug. As a result, pharmaceutical companies are more likely to invest in substantial marketing efforts for drugs with superior therapeutic benefits. Therefore, the level of marketing effort a pharmaceutical company invests in a drug and the impact of marketing on its success typically depend on the underlying therapeutic benefits of the drug. Ultimately, the therapeutic benefits of drugs are likely to determine whether or not it is a commercial success.

Measuring Marketing Intensity
A commonly used measure of marketing intensity is the marketing-to-sales ratio, which is usually calculated as total marketing expenditures divided by sales dollars for the drug. Industry data sources such as IMS Health are frequently used to construct such measures. The marketing-to-sales ratio for the drug at issue should be compared to the marketing-to-sales ratios for drugs that are the key competing therapeutic substitutes that are also promoted. A drug with a marketing-to-sales ratio similar to the other promoted branded drugs with which it competes is unlikely to have marketed excessively.

The drug’s marketing efforts can also be compared to competing drugs as a group. This involves constructing a drug’s share-of-voice, which is measured as the drug’s marketing expenditures divided by the total marketing expenditures of all the competing drugs. If a drug’s share-of-voice is less than or equal to its share of sales, it is unlikely that the commercial success is driven solely by marketing.

Determinants of Marketing Intensity
Marketing intensity for different drugs varies for a number of reasons, including the stage in the product life cycle, order of entry effects, and the arrival of new information about the drug’s benefits. Higher marketing intensity of a drug
compared to other promoted therapeutic substitutes under some circumstances is normal and is justified by economic reasons. Therefore, high marketing intensity may not always undermine the contribution of the patented features to the drug’s commercial success.

Pharmaceutical marketing-to-sales ratios vary over the product life cycle. They are typically highest immediately following the launch of a new branded drug when the manufacturer must undertake a substantial effort to inform physicians of the existence and therapeutic benefits of the product. For example, academic research estimates that the average marketing-to-sales ratio for a new branded drug is 100 percent, 50 percent, and 25 percent in the first three years. Therefore, high marketing intensity that coincides with a product’s launch usually should not be considered excessive.

Marketing intensity also varies with order of entry into a drug class. Academic research has demonstrated that there can be significant first-mover advantages for pharmaceuticals. First-mover advantage is a phenomenon whereby the company that first enters has a long-lived advantage over competitors that enter subsequently. Because pharmaceuticals are experience goods, once physicians and patients experience benefits from the use of a particular drug, they may be reluctant to experiment with alternatives. As a result, it is usually harder for later entrants to persuade consumers and physicians to learn about the drug’s attributes than it was for the first brand. Later entrants may need to invest more heavily in marketing to overcome the incumbent’s advantage. Empirical evidence has shown that for a given duration of time, the cumulative marketing-to-sales ratios are usually lowest for the pioneer, are larger for the second entrant, and increase further for later entrants. Therefore, more intensive marketing by subsequent entrants can be explained as necessary to overcome the first-mover advantage, which argues against a conclusion of excessive marketing.

Finally, marketing intensity of a drug may be explained by the arrival of new information that signals better quality for a drug. Academic studies have shown that marketing is most valuable for those drugs that have substantial therapeutic benefits (such as better efficacy and side-effect profiles). As a result, the arrival of new information that signals better quality, such as favorable clinical trial results published in medical journals or announced in the press, or the approval of new indications, such as favorable clinical trial results published in medical journals or announced in the press, or the approval of new indications, is likely to be associated with increased marketing intensity. The publication of new clinical trial results led to increased marketing efforts for anti-ulcer drugs, according to an academic study. Another study on antidepressant drugs found that on average, when a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) was approved for two or more additional indications other than depression therapy, the marketing effort for this drug nearly doubled.

In sum, pharmaceutical companies make decisions on how intensively to promote a drug based on a number of factors. Failing to properly control for these relevant factors in an economic analysis may erroneously lead to the conclusion that the marketing of a particular drug is excessive. Such conclusions cannot credibly undermine the link between the patented features and the commercial success of a drug.

Conclusion
In the presence of scientific evidence that the therapeutic attributes of a drug flow from the patent, several types of economic analyses can be conducted to support a conclusion that the commercial success is due to the patent’s claimed invention. This includes sales that respond to new information about drug benefits, sales that respond to patented formulation improvements, and favorable formulary placement based on therapeutic considerations. When evaluating the contribution of marketing efforts to the success, it is important to account for several factors that drive marketing intensity. In particular, marketing intensity is normally higher early in the product life cycle and for later entrants and will increase in response to new information about product quality. Finally, marketing serves an important function in disseminating information about the therapeutic benefits of pharmaceuticals. Ultimately, those benefits, and not marketing, are likely to determine whether or not it is a commercial success.
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